
There are currently eleven Google reviews for the business, one of which was left by a ' 
2 years ago. He explains that after booking a 30-minute sports massage, he was ''covered with a towel 
which was removed after 2 minutes''. He exclaimed that the ''back massage seemed wrong'', and that 
his masseuse focussed on his ''groin/upper thigh area for a few minutes'', before offering him services 
of a sexual nature. 

Our searches also enabled us to locate several discussions regarding China Five Elements on a site 
dedicated to reviews of ‘punting’ in the UK. The topic, entitled 'London massage shop mini reviews', 
contained a post2 by a user under the name of ' on 14th April 2017, who describes his 
experience at the business. He stated that he was attended to by a woman named ''tanya or tara'', 
and details that the service he received there was of a sexual nature. 

2 https://www.ukpunting.com/index.php?topic=139562.msg1547249#msg1547249 
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Furthermore, another discussion3 was located in which an ' stated on 21st October 2017 that 
he said ''seen some good intel on… china five elements'', although he did not go into detail as to what 
this information pertained to. 

In addition, our searches also enabled us to identify a discussion4 entitled 'Liverpool Street Area 
Massage', in which a user under the name of ' posted on 4th January 2018 that ''extras a cert 
there'', suggesting that the business offers services of a sexual nature. 

Social Networking Analysis 

Searches were carried out on all major social networking sites to locate social media accounts for the 
company, which revealed a Facebook page for 'China Five Elements'. We were able to identify an 
unofficial Facebook page5 for the business. It lists a contact number of  which is 
currently live.        

Extensive search term analysis has been conducted on social media using a variety of key words and 
phrases designed to locate any social media discussing the location of China Five Elements, but these 
searches did not return any pertinent information.  
                                                      
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
Location Searches  

Searches were carried out on the area around the location of the supplied address to see if there were 
any posts of note but unfortunately no posts could be located with any relevance to China Five 
Elements. 
 

 

                                                           
3 https://www.ukpunting.com/index.php?topic=166193.msg1783903#msg1783903 
4 https://www.ukpunting.com/index.php?topic=177396.msg1875246#msg1875246  
5 https://www.facebook.com/pages/China-Five-Elements/307102889418764  
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